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ABSTRACT
Aim: Familial Mediterranean Fever (FMF) is an autoinflammatory and chronic disorder. Colchicine has been prescribed to treat FMF since 1972. Balance

is a complex function of the neuromuscular system. The aim of this study is to determine 1) if there is a connection between FMF and dynamic balance,
2) if colchicine use affects balance, and 3) if the disease severity score is related to a disruption in balance.
Materials and Methods: The study examined 50 pediatric patients with FMF and 130 healthy age- and sex-matched children as control subjects.
Dynamic postural stability was measured using the Biodex Stability System (BSS).
Results: The stability indices were significantly higher in the FMF group than in the controls. There was no relationship between the FMF disease
severity score and the three stability indices, while the colchicine dose was related to all three stability indices.
Conclusion: By detecting any change in balance status early using a simple, safe, objective measurement of balance via the BSS in FMF patients,
neuromyopathy could be identified earlier and unwanted outcomes prevented.
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Introduction
Familial Mediterranean Fever (FMF) is an autoinflammatory
disorder with autosomal recessive inheritance that is
characterized by recurrent episodes of fever, arthritis, and
serosal inflammation (1,2). Although its attacks are selflimited, AA type amyloidosis is the most prominent and lifethreatening consequence of FMF. FMF is common in Turks,
Jews, Arabs, Armenians and other Mediterranean basin and
Middle East populations (3).
Balance is a complex function of the neuromuscular system
(4,5). It is controlled by sensory input, central processing
and neuromuscular responses. Vestibular, proprioceptive and

visual inputs are the major sensory inputs (6). Controlling
static and dynamic balance is essential for daily living and
participating in physical exercise and sports (7). Although
healthy subjects can maintain a stable posture and balance
automatically, it can be challenging if the sensory inputs are
disrupted or brain functions are damaged (8,9). The Biodex
Stability System (BSS) is reliable for evaluating dynamic
postural balance in healthy (10-12) and blind (13) individuals
and has been used to evaluate postural balance in recent
years (10-12,14). Pain processing can cause balance disorders
(15). A possible explanation for this is that in central nervous
system pain processing, the balance control circuit and paininduced inhibition of muscles share the same pathways and
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pain has a negative influence on proprioceptive feedback from
painful structures (8,9). Colchicine has been prescribed to
treat FMF since 1972. It reduces the frequency of attacks and
prevents the development of amyloidosis (16,17). Colchicine
is also used to treat gout and Behçet’s disease. Its most
common and reversible side effects are nausea, abdominal
cramps and diarrhea (18,19). High doses of colchicine can
cause severe side effects, such as disseminated intravascular
coagulation, bone marrow suppression and renal damage
(20). However, toxicity is also observed with standard doses
(21). Neuromyopathy related to colchicine presents as distal
areflexia, mild sensory changes and weakness of the proximal
muscles and increased creatine kinase levels and low motor
unit potentials on electromyography. To our knowledge,
no study has investigated the influence of FMF on the
balance system. Therefore, this study aims to see 1) if there
is a connection between FMF and dynamic balance, 2) if
colchicine use affects balance, and 3) if the disease severity
score is related to a disruption in balance.

Materials and Methods
The study examined 50 child patients with FMF (19
males, 31 females) and 130 healthy age- and sex-matched
(65 males, 65 females) children as control subjects. All
subjects were recruited from the Gaziosmanpaşa Health
Research and Practice Center, Pediatric outpatient clinics
between June and September 2013. The study was approved
by the Gaziosmanpaşa University Clinical Research Ethics
Committee (approval number: 12-BADK-046). All procedures
were conducted after written informed consent was obtained
from patients or guardians. The diagnosis of FMF was
established using the Tel-Hashomer criteria (22). All patients
were in remission and on colchicine treatment. None of the
patients or controls were taking any drugs that could affect
balance, other than colchicine for those in the patient group.
Individuals who had psychiatric, neurological or orthopedic
problems, muscle disease, limited mobility, motor deficits,
inflammatory arthritis, previous spinal surgery, vertigo,
diabetes, or visual or auditory problems were excluded from
the study. The oral dose of colchicine is 0.5, 1 or 1.5 mg per
day in children <5, 5-10, or >10 years old, respectively (23). A
recent study in Turkey proposed that children with FMF should
be prescribed colchicine according to body weight and surface
area; however, the mean colchicine dose was calculated to
exceed the age-based dosage (24). The FMF disease severity
scores were calculated based on the age at disease onset,
number of attacks per month, amyloidosis status, arthritis
status, colchicine dose and the presence or absence of
erysipelas-like erythema at the time of admission. Scores of
3-5, 6-8, and ≥9 were considered to reflect mild, moderate
and severe disease respectively (25). Demographic data and
information on disease duration and current colchicine dose

were retrieved from our hospital database or collected during
patient interviews. Dynamic postural stability was measured
using the BSS. There is a movable balance platform that
provides up to 20o of surface tilt in a 360o range of motion.
The platform was combined with computer software (3.1
Biodex), which allows the device to serve as an objective
assessment of balance. The measure of postural stability
includes the overall (OASI), anterior-posterior (APSI) and
medial-lateral (MLSI) stability index scores. The scores range
between 0o and 20o for all stability indexes. Poor balance is
identified with a high stability index score (26). A dynamic
postural balance score was obtained from measurements of
the BSS at level 8. The difficulty levels of the system range
from 1 (most difficult) to 8 (easiest). It was decided to set the
platform at level 8 because this meant that it could be used in
all subjects, allowing testing of all patients at the same level.
Results were calculated as the mean of three measurements
made at 20-second intervals. The BSS parameters were
compared between the FMF patients and control group.
All data were analyzed using the Statistical Package for the
Social Sciences ver. 18.0 (SPSS, Chicago, IL, USA). Analysis
of variance was performed using Dunnett’s post hoc test
to analyze between-group differences. Differences between
FMF patients and the control group were assessed using
the Mann-Whitney U test when the parameters were not
normally distributed and the Student’s t-test for normally
distributed continuous variables. P<0.05 was considered
significant.

Results
The demographic and clinical features of the FMF patients
and matched controls are summarized in Table I. There were
no significant differences between the groups with regard to
age, sex and body mass index (BMI). The dynamic postural
balance results for the groups are also shown in Table I. The
results were based on the average of the three tests. The OASI,
APSI and MLSI were significantly higher in the FMF group than
in the controls. There was no relationship between the FMF
disease severity score and the three stability indices, while
the colchicine dose was related to all three stability indices
(Table II).

Discussion
This study demonstrated that FMF can influence postural
balance. In addition, we found a relationship between the
stability indices and the colchicine (the main treatment for
FMF) dose, but no correlation between the stability indices and
arthritis or the FMF disease severity score. Achieving proper
postural balance is a complex process. Visual, vestibular and
proprioceptive sensory inputs need to be integrated centrally.
Visual and peripheral sensory inputs and muscle strength
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Table I. The demographic characteristics and stability indices of Familial Mediterranean Fever patients and healthy controls

Sex

Familial Mediterranean Fever patients

Healthy controls

p value

31 girls (52%)

65 girls (54.2%)

0.348

Mean

Standard deviation

Mean

Standard deviation

Age

11.31

2.82

10.66

1.78

0.140

Body mass index

17.88

3.85

18.66

3.46

0.311

Overall stability index

1.14

0.77

0.85

0.52

0.025

Anteroposterior stability index

0.79

0.47

0.59

0.38

0.039

Mediolateral stability index

0.68

0.47

0.51

0.35

0.034

Table II. Correlation analysis of Familial Mediterranean Fever
patients (“r” values)
Stability indices
Overall

Anteroposterior

Mediolateral

Colchicine dose

-0.400*

-0.388*

-0.439*

Disease severity score

0.064

0.030

0.093

*p<0.01

are important determinants of balance (5,27-30). Treede et
al. (15) and Hassan et al. (8) explained balance disorder as a
function of common or close pathways of pain processing, the
balance control system and pain-induced muscle inhibition
(27). FMF is a chronic disease characterized by abdominal pain,
arthritis, chest pain and synovitis. Based on the discussion
above, pain processing might lead to decreased balance
control in FMF patients, and several potential mechanisms
might be responsible for the balance impairment observed in
FMF patients. Pain associated with synovitis in FMF patients
might be related to balance impairment, although all of our
patients were free from attacks during the study and had no
pain. Therefore, pain played no role in balance impairment in
our patient group. Higher FMF disease severity scores reflect
severe disease activity (25). We hypothesized that higher
severity scores were related to impaired balance, but there
was no relationship between the FMF disease severity scores
and the stability indices in our study. Aydoğ et al. (31) and
Ekdahl et al. (32) evaluated the impact of disease activity
on balance control in rheumatoid arthritis (RA) patients.
While Aydoğ et al. (31) found no relationship for balance
with disease duration, the inflammatory marker Disease
Activity Score 28 or C-reactive protein (CRP) levels, Ekdahl et
al. (32) determined that CRP levels affected balance control
(5). The Health Assessment Questionnaire (HAQ), which
has been used widely to evaluate disability in daily activities,
can reflect the severity of disease (33). Luoto et al. (34) and
Aydoğ et al. (31) found a significant association between
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high HAQ scores and a poor performance on the balance
test in RA patients. Aydoğ et al. (31) concluded that balance
was affected by functional status rather than RA disease
activity. In our study, we did not detect inflammatory activity,
measure the CRP or assess HAQ scores and thus cannot
compare these parameters in our patients. Neuromuscular
complications associated with colchicine use are one of the
less recognized causes of neuromyopathy (35). Colchicinedependent neuromyopathy is reversible, in that the laboratory
and clinical abnormalities resolve after colchicine withdrawal
(20). Given the availability of colchicine over the counter and
its wide use in FMF patients, neuromyopathy might be more
common than expected. In our study, there was a positive
correlation between colchicine doses and stability indices.
Study Limitations
Our study is not without limitations. We measured
balance during attack-free periods, and thus could not
compare balance between attack and attack-free periods
and assess the effects of pain. The second limitation was the
lack of an evaluation of the effects of vestibular, visual and
proprioceptive sensory inputs. Future, prospective studies on
the effects of these sensory inputs on balance might provide
more accurate results in FMF patients. A third limitation of
the study was its cross-sectional design, which prevented
us from determining a cause-effect relationship. Another
limitation was the disease severity index used in our study
is no longer up to date. The new activity index known as the
Autoinflammatory Disease Activity index should be used in
the future in prospective studies.

Conclusion
Due to the complex control of balance, impairment of
any control component, such as sensory inputs, central
processing or neuromuscular responses, could cause a
balance disorder. Peritonitis, pleuritis and arthritis, which
cause pain in FMF, could affect the central center of balance.
The main medication used in FMF patients, colchicine, can
cause neuromyopathy and may lead to balance disorders. By
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detecting any change in balance status early using a simple,
safe, objective measurement of balance with the BSS in FMF
patients, neuromyopathy could be identified earlier and
unwanted outcomes prevented.
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